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Preface

Preface
EFFO stands for Efficiency by Edification and is a training program. The contents and didactics of the
program were developed by German, Burkinabè and Senegalese experts in 2014. The project has its
origin in the urgent need for a response to the Ebola epidemic in West Africa 2013–2016.
On the basis of a request for training on Ebola virus disease on behalf of the university hospital Butare
(Rwanda), the EFFO project has become an associated partner of the ESTHER-alliance with Berlin
(Charité, Berlin). Due to the current outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), a “Train-theTrainer”- event was planned and implemented promptly and took place in Rwanda in June 2018.
This document was created as photo documentation of the EFFO “Train-the-Trainer”-event which was
held in English. The training of trainers especially focusses on learning didactics and method-skills as well
as knowing how to handle Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
Following the chronology of the week, the chapters of this documentation include two perspectives:
Focus on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):
Important points in gray boxes

Didactics and methods:
Comments in green boxes

In general, the EFFO curriculum follows a colour-code that can be found the program of the respective
training (see below).
The document can thus be used as a synopsis of the week. Furthermore it gives an impression of how
EFFO-trainings are realized and implemented.
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Day 1

Day 1
Welcome to the training
The training begins with a welcome address by
Jules Ndoli, the Head of the Infection prevention
and Control (IPC) Committee of the university
hospital in Butare, Rwanda. This is followed by a
short introduction round of the participants who
are all part of the IPC team and the trainers.

Focus of the training
Participants
receive training
folders
containing an overview of the week, further information on the EFFO
project and further information (3 publications) on Ebola virus
disease.
During the five days, two thematic priorities are highlighted: On the
one hand, the future trainers should have a sound knowledge of
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and above all be able to apply it
safely. The second focus is on didactics and methodology: future
trainers should not only receive basic knowledge of presentation
techniques but also receive suggestions for animating a group and
integrating interactive elements into the training.
The future trainers take two perspectives: first they are in the role of
the participants, listen and ask questions. They will then take on the
role of trainers and carry out individual elements of the EFFO curriculum.

Abbreviations:
During the training, participants (and trainers)
do not work in their mother tongue.
In general - but especially with the background
of different languages - sensitive communication
plays a crucial role. Abbreviations thus were
communicated with everybody and handled
carefully during the week.

Getting to know each other
At the beginning of the training you should always allow enough time for the group to get to know each
other. A good atmosphere in the group is the basis for a successful training.
Activity „Atoms and Molecules“:
Each participant is an atom and moves freely in the room. Following different criteria (e.g. same
favourite food, same mother language,...), each atom (participant) selects other atoms with which it
shares this commonness and thus they form a molecule. This then dissolves again and everyone
moves freely in the room again.
The focus of this activity is on getting to know and discovering commonalities within the group. This
creates trust. The activity can also be used very well in an intercultural context.
Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator
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Day 1
Expectations of participants and trainers
Expectations for the workshop cover deeper understanding of Ebola virus disease (EVD) and protection
measures. Participants especially want to learn and practice with PPE. Moreover, the group wishes to
further develop trainer skills and to reflect methods. On behalf of the trainers, expectations cover the
mutual learning with all participants by contributing every expertise among them and to have a “plan B”
when dealing with PPE.
Expectations:
Asking for participants' expectations at the beginning of a course is essential to be able to consider
them during the course.

Sociometry
Participants are invited to stand up and position themselves in the room on an imaginary "scale" or
according to defined categories. The cards with instructions help participants to orient and place
themselves.
 Three participants already attended training about Ebola before.
 The same participants have already put on PPE but have little experience with it.
 Participants show different opinions on
whether being afraid of Ebola or not.
Some are afraid because of the
devastating consequences of recent
outbreaks and because healthcare
workers are an especially vulnerable
group. Others say that there are
adequate protection measures why they
don’t have a lot of fear.
 The motivation to participate in the
training among the participants mainly
differs between feeling responsible and
being curious to deepen the knowledge.

Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2018
With a PowerPoint-Presentation (PPP) Janina gives an overview of the current outbreak in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). In May 2018, the Ministry of Health of DRC notified WHO of an
EVD outbreak in Bikoro Health Zone, Equateur Province. As of June, 26th 55 cases and 28 deaths are
reported by WHO. Among the affected patients are five healthcare workers.
Response activities by DRC and WHO are presented, as well as the use of the vaccine rVSV- ZEBOV
(recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus–Zaire Ebola virus). The implementation of vaccinations is still
experimental. Open questions regarding the vaccine (Immunogenicity and level of protection? Safety
and efficacy in pregnant women and children < 6 yrs.?) are discussed with the group.
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Day 1
Practical exercise: Mask, Hood, Goggles
Before beginning the exercise, Florian Steiner (Flo) explains the importance of practicing the handling in
donning and doffing of individual elements of the PPE before wearing the full equipment.
Every gesture with FFP-3-mask, hood and goggle is demonstrated while Flo is pointing out the most
important steps. Then, participants practice in pairs, helping each other under the supervision of the
trainers.

FFP-3-mask:
FFP-3 stands for ‘Face Filtering Piece’. Such masks filter aerosols and particles and thus reduce the
exposure of the person wearing the mask to airborne particles. There are many different types of
masks, e.g. with or without valve, foldable or not. An adequate fitting of the mask is a precondition
for a proper protection.
Most FFP-3 masks do not protect against liquids, which is why they are combined with the surgical
mask integrated into the hood.
Ebola virus disease usually is not transmitted by air; thus a FFP-3 mask is not mandatory. For the
EFFO- PPE a FFP-3-mask with suitable goggles were nonetheless chosen to provide a high level of
protection.

To save resources, individual components of PPE are reused ONLY in training. For this purpose, each
participant received a bag in which their own PPE can be held together. In a real case, NEVER reuse
disposable components!
Evaluation: In the end of each training day, both a short oral round and a written evaluation of the
day should be carried out. Thus, the mood of the group can be assessed and the training content can
be adjusted if needed.
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Day 2

Day 2
Every morning the agenda of the day is presented to give orientation for the
participants and to have a mutual understanding of the day.

Agenda:
In order to easily adapt the agenda at short notice, the individual agenda items are written on cards
which can then be flexibly positioned, if necessary.
The color code of the EFFO curriculum is also taken into account when writing the agenda.

Feedback
The day begins with a role play in which Luzie gives
feedback to Janina on the previous day.
Participants observe that Luzie first makes sure that
it is okay for Janina to receive feedback.

Then the overall positive impression is described before a
special situation (too fast change between two agenda items,
few breaks) and the personal impression of it are described. A
solution proposal is then offered.
The group reflects together that feedback is an important basis
for working together in training. It is agreed that there is an
open atmosphere in the group for mutual feedback and that
this should be handled sensitively.

Group work: Didactics & Toolbox
Three groups work on different topics in order to reflect
trainer skills.
Group I prepares a flipchart presentation following the
question ‘What is a good trainer?’
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Day 2
Group II prepares Icebreakers that are implemented in the course of the week:
1) “Writing one’s name on the head”

2) “Animals fly high”

Icebreakers:
Learning is easier when the atmosphere is relaxed. For this purpose, so-called ice-breaker activities
create a positive group dynamic and help reduce fatigue and low morale. Contrary to the other
activities, these aren’t necessarily connected to the topic of the training. Trainers should know some
Icebreakers and use them at the right moment.

Group III conducts a sociometry; asking for the favourite fruits and experiences in PPE.
Sociometry:
First, sociometry breaks the ice but also helps to
collect information that is important for the
workshop. This can be information on preknowledge or experience of the participants.
A sociometry must be well prepared. This
includes formulating clear questions and to
write the categories / scales on cards to help
participants find their position. In most
sociometries, there is no right or wrong,
meaning that different opinions and points of
view of participants should be appreciated.

Presentation: Experience in the field
Flo shares his experience of working in a special isolation unit in Germany where they took care of a
HCW who contracted EVD in West Africa during the Ebola outbreak. His impressions from Liberia /
Monrovia show an Ebola Treatment Unit (ETU). The group discusses the emotional component of
sending patients away because of limited capacities. Flo underlines the low risk of infection in PPE when
used correctly and that he felt safe working in it. In this context, he highlights the importance of training.
Ebola Treatment Units (ETU) play an important role during the outbreak. The aim of the EFFO project
is to enable healthcare workers to detect and to take care of an initial individual Ebola-case until the
patient can be transferred. The set-up of a temporary isolation unit in the respective hospital / health
post differs from an ETU; however the logic is comparable (e.g. different zones).
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Day 2
Demonstration: Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
In order to highlight the most important points of donning and doffing of PPE, a demonstration is carried
out first. Flo explains each step while a participant puts on the PPE and removes it later.

All PPE-components are prepared for the exercise.

Flo explains steps of Donning.

PPE-exercise 1 with focus on Donning / Doffing (+ instructor)
During the practical PPE-session, every participant has the chance to put on and off PPE. Beforehand,
contra-indications and different points are discussed within the group.

Donning
Contraindications to wear PPE:
- every person who is not feeling well
- persons with respiratory illnesses (e.g. asthma)
- persons with other chronic diseases that may react negatively to
circulatory stress
- ALL pregnant women
Preparations for PPE-exercises:
Before a PPE exercise, all materials (PPE, mirrors, chairs,…) must be
available and organized.
Checklists and posters (Donning / Doffing of PPE) should be positioned
clearly visible.

Participants follow the checklist before donning.

Every participant prepares his / her
PPE-items before donning.
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Day 2

A donning instructor helps to put on PPE.

In the donning-area, a mirror is important.

DONNING of PPE: Important points














Keep areas clean and organized
Work with checklists
Prepare your items
Be careful with scissors etc.
Don’t step on material
Good donning = doffing easier

Don’t rush in PPE
Don’t sleep in PPE
Don’t fight in PPE
Stick to Buddy system
Know your task
Better safe than sorry!

Doffing
For the doffing method that is used in the EFFO-project, a doffing-instructor is indispensable. He
supervises the doffing of the PPE and is therefore also responsible for the safety of the person in PPE.

Flo explains the PPE-light (for doffing-instructor).
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Day 2

The doffing instructor keeps a good distance to the
yellow zone.

The doffing instructor must observe every step.
Important points for doffing instructor






Respect the zones
Use checklists & poster
Better safe than sorry!
Easy & short introductions
Use the sprayer for spraying
(not for pointing)

Gloves are removed in the direction of the bin.

Working with checklists
Checklists (including the posters of donning and doffing) play a crucial role in the context of the
management of patients with Ebola virus disease and similar illnesses. They should be used without
exception, meaning that also experienced personnel use them. Checklists can also be applied to
supervise each other during the training and to give each other feedback.

Participant supervises a colleague with a checklist
during doffing.
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Day 3

Day 3
Practical exercise: Removing gloves
There are different methods how to remove gloves;
however it must be ensured that no contamination
of skin occurs. Thus, the logic must be followed:
inner part touches the inner part and the outer part
touches the outer part. Flo first explains and shows
a technique that is taught in the EFFO-project.
A safe removal of gloves applies not only to the
setting with highly infectious diseases but should
also be practiced in daily routine in the hospital.

Use of stage:
During a demonstration, a stage (if available) can be used to increase attention among participants.
Even when there is no stage, the trainer can create a “stage presence” through body language and a
clear and loud voice.

Group work: Preparing EFFO Elements in the trainer role
The EFFO training consists of a curriculum with six modules. It
is always carried out by about 4 trainers who distribute single
parts of the training among them and work in a team. In group
work, the future trainers prepare training sessions of the EFFO
curriculum. For this purpose, they get the EFFO manual in
which all (also online) available background information on the
presentations or activities are documented.
Participants present the following sessions:
 Module 1: Ebola virus disease
 Module 3: Standard precautions & Disinfection
 Module 4: Screening & Triage
 Sociometric activity: High risk – low risk
Visualization:
It is often useful to visualize instructions for group work or
other assignments. This makes it easier for the participants
to understand them and makes the process smoother.
Preparations:
The preparation of training sessions takes time. This should always be taken into account when
planning a training course. Also the debriefing and wrap up after a training day must be taken into
consideration in terms of time management on the trainer level.
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Day 3
PPE-exercise 2 with focus on Buddy system and Patient communication
During the 2nd PPE-exercise, all participants put on PPE again. The focus is to work in the buddy-system:
groups of 2 to 3 persons in PPE enter the red zone where they take care of a (simulated) patient. Every
group enters the red zone with a clear task and must give a report after leaving the red zone and
doffing. The report is very important to keep an overview of the events in the red zone.
Buddy system: important points
 Clarification of roles and tasks and preparation of material before putting on PPE
 “Unclean person”: direct contact with patient (e.g. drawing blood)
 “Clean person”: opens / closes barriers between zones; has disinfectant ready
 Don’t spray with disinfection in the direction of the patient!
 Be logic, not dogmatic!

The “clean person” opens the barrier between red
zone and yellow zone.

After leaving the red zone, a report must be given
to the responsible person in the green zone.

Sick and weak patient
Patients suffering from Ebola virus disease become very sick. Such weak patients may need physical
support, even for drinking or eating. The personnel should be sensitive for such needs: when in the red
zone, the “unclean” person physically supports the patient while the “clean person” watches and
supports, when necessary.

The “unclean person” helps the patient to drink.

The patient is given some medication.
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Day 3
Angry patient
Be very careful, when taking care of an angry patient! If the patient is aggressive, step back (Don’t fight
in PPE!).

The patient beats after the person in PPE.

The person in PPE first steps back and then
successfully calms down the patient.

Scared and lonely patient
In an isolation unit, patients may become scared
and feel lonely. The personnel also needs to
support patients emotionally. It is helpful to find
out how you can support the patient (e.g. with a
mobile phone to communicate with family)
Communication in PPE: Speaking in PPE is not
easy and can be exhausting. Also hearing is
impaired. Try to speak with the patient as much
as necessary and make sure, the patient gets all
the information he / she needs. You can also
write some information down for the patient
(e.g. how to use the mobile phone).
Taking care of a very scared patient.

Happy patient
A happy patient who gives a hug is less
“problematic” than a fighting patient. However,
persons in PPE should notice any contamination
and consider them during doffing.
Names in PPE:
When in PPE, make sure, the names and
position (= function) is visible and readable for
colleagues and patients.

The happy patient hugs the person in PPE who
brought her a mobile phone.
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Day 4

Day 4
True or false
Day 4 starts with the activity True or false that is routinely used in the EFFO curriculum. For the futuretrainers questions concerning didactics and methods are discussed. Statements are read out loudly.
Each participant then decides whether they approve (green), disapprove (red) or do not know (yellow)
and raise their cards corresponding to their answer.
True or false:
During this activity, the trainer facilitates a
discussion about the different statements,
letting the participants explain their point of
view. It is crucial that everyone understands
key information that must be pointed out by
the trainer. The statements can also not be
clearly wrong or correct; it then depends on
the explanation of the answer.
This activity can also contribute to team
building by explaining to each other.

PPE-exercise 3 with focus on sample management or “how to bring something from
the red zone to the green zone”
First, a demonstration is carried out by Flo and a participant, how to bring a sample from the red zone to
the green zone. The other participants observe. Then, the process is discussed in the group and
suggestions for improvement of the process are considered.
Two persons dress in PPE to simulate taking a blood-sample of a patient in the red zone and safely bring
it to the green zone. Before putting on PPE and entering the green zone, the needed material is
prepared and the tasks (“clean person” / “unclean person”) are clarified.
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Day 4
Example: sample management (overview)

1 Preparations in the red zone are explained to

2 The “unclean person” takes the blood sample.

the patient.

3 The blood sample is disinfected in the hands of

4 The tube with the blood-sample is put into a 2nd

the “unclean person”. It must be ensured that the
whole tube is disinfected (e.g. by rolling the tube
in the hands).

(bigger) tube which is held by the “clean person”.
Make sure, that this 2nd tube is not contaminated
on the outside (e.g. by the unclean person).

Green zone

Yellow zone

5 The “clean person” goes in the yellow zone and

6 In the green zone the Bio-bottle is packaged for

signals that he / she brings a blood sample. In the
green zone, a person (preferably in light PPE)
waits with the 3rd package-layer (e.g. Bio-bottle),
to receive the blood-sample.

being forwarded to the laboratory.
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Day 4
Group work: Waste management
The management of waste in a temporary isolation unit is complex. Waste in the red and yellow zone
must be managed by wearing a full PPE. Thus, only people who are trained for using PPE can do this. In a
scenario with one patient in a temporary isolation unit this may imply that mainly those persons who
take care of the patient (doctors, nurses) are in charge of the waste management in the same time. It is
important to know that the same logic that was used for handling a blood-sample can be applied to
waste management.
Waste management & blood samples
 Pack waste in three layers.
 The outermost layer of packaging (green zone) should be solid.
 Always follow the logic (what is potentially contaminated? What is clean?).
 When in doubt: disinfect!
 Be aware of the destination (e.g. laboratory / incinerator).
 Clear labelling is crucial.
 Attention to sharps!

The participants are divided in two groups to safely manage different sorts of waste. Their task is to
discuss their approach, gather all material they need and then to test the practicability of their thought.
They should then decide on one procedure to present it for the plenary.
Group I: develops a method to safely pack waste of used PPE in the yellow zone and to transfer it to the
green zone.
Group II: is confronted with the situation that a patient has vomited in the red zone. They are asked to
manage the vomit safely and then to bring it as waste to the green zone.

“Dry practice: Group I discusses how to manage
the waste in the yellow zone.

“Dry practice”: A participant of group II safely puts
tissues on the vomit (from the outer part to the
inner part!).

“Dry practice”:
Work processes in a temporary isolation ward are challenging and must be trained. In a training
context, such processes can also be practiced "dry", i.e. without PPE, in order to reduce complexity.
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Day 5

Day 5
Methods & Didactics: Synopsis Toolbox
The toolbox was filled during the workshop to
also reflect the methods on a meta level. At the
end of the training, all methods with their
particularities are discussed briefly. These
methods represent a part of the methods that
are used in the EFFO curriculum.
Moreover, the future-trainers are sensitized to
basic didactic principles that are visualized in the
right column.

Group work: Temporary isolation unit with 3 zones as training site
The results of the group work where some participants dealt with the planning of a training site (with
temporary isolation unit) for an EFFO-training are presented on the last day. The future-trainers divided
the training site in three parts (or “tents”) for different purposes: skills & knowledge / storage &
recreation / practice.
It is important to keep in mind that for an EFFO training with about 10 to15 participants two doffing
areas are needed. Otherwise there can be a bottleneck during practical exercises.
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Day 5
Conclusion
At the end of the training an overview is given what the participants and trainers have achieved. Luzie
gives background information about the trainer’s perspective, such as organizing rooms, debriefings
after each day, working with a “direction plan” etc.

Communication with family members when you are on mission
During the training, Flo always has “Serge le singe”, a stuffed monkey, with him. He uses the toy for
communicating with his family when he is on mission and his family in Germany.
That's one way to deal with the
concerns of the loved ones. Taking
pictures, when possible, and speaking
or writing regularly can also help. Serge
thus is a playful way to talk more easily
about taboos (fears, stigmatization).
How to communicate with family and
friends regarding working or training in
the context of Ebola is an individual
question. However, exchange on that
topic in a team is important.

Perspectives and next steps
After a long and intensive training week, the overall evaluation of the training is very positive. All
participants can imagine being future EFFO-trainers. To complete the “Train-the-Trainers” training,
participants will conduct an EFFO-training for 10 to 15 healthcare workers themselves under the
supervision of the EFFO-core-team.
Material for training purpose is handed over (PPE-components, training site, moderation-box). Everyone
involved appreciates the training very much.
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Thanks to all for this successful training!

